
Behçet Necatigil 
1916-1979 

A poet who was born and died in Istanbul, he was well known 
for what Talat Halman called his “staunchly individualistic,” 
style.  This award winning poet is still popular today and also 
appreciated for his lexicons and plays.  

Selected poems translated by Fahri Öz 



“Saffron Twig in Pure Heights” 

or on Translating Necatigil: 
 

My familiarity with Behçet 

Necatigil was at first rather limited, 

based on a couple of poems in some 

anthologies. This interest gradually 
turned into a passion when I 

embarked upon translating the 

complete poems of Emily 

Dickinson into Turkish. It may 

sound a bit off the wall but as a 
translator I seek an equivalent voice 

in Turkish, if there is one. (Or 

rather, this is a process that 

automatically and inevitably 

triggers itself when one begins to 
translate a literary text.) While 

rendering Whitman into Turkish, 

for example, I had the booming 

voice of Nâzım Hikmet as model; if 
not a replica of Whitmanic 

cadences, Hikmet was not irrelevant 

since both poets shared many 

thematic, sonic and formal traits.  

 

While translating Dickinson, I also 

looked for poetically congenial 

voices in Turkish that might help 

me raise my translatorial voice with 

more confidence and less 
wavering— but to no avail. 

Apparently there were no female 

Turkish poets who had a voice that 

could sing in unison with 

Dickinson. But later I realized my 
mistake: I was doggedly looking for 

a kindred voice among female 

poets. It could as well be a male 

voice. The poet I was looking for 

was one who employed language 
with strict economy, one who loved 

being enigmatic and cryptic, one 

that did not pay too much heed to 

formal metrical aspects or rhyme in 

poetry but still did not discard them 

altogether. Behçet Necatigil, 20th 

century Turkish poet, was 
surprisingly akin to the 19th century 

American poet Emily Dickinson in 

terms of his playfulness and 

ingenuity in the way he constructed 

his poems, his flirtation with half 
rhymes and eye rhymes, his 

thriftiness in words, and ellipses 

that gave his poems a riddle-like 

quality.  

 
I translated into English about a 

dozen Necatigil poems very 

carefully, cautiously, as if building 

a ship in a bottle with shaky hands 

on cold winter days in Iowa City 
and left them to rest. After 

completing the first volume of my 

Dickinson translation I revisited 

those dozen poems. To my surprise 
(and relief), translating Dickinson 

had given me more confidence and 

agility in “deciphering”, 

understanding and enjoying 

Necatigil’s poems. So I translated 

more pieces by him. This is a mere 

bunch from about the thirty poems I 

translated. “Saffron twig in pure 

heights” in the title above is a line 

from a Necatigil poem. 
 

Fahri Öz  

    

 

 











SOLGUN BiR GUL DOKUNUNCA 

<;oklarmdan dti�liyor da bunca 
Gormliyor gelip ge9enler 
Egilip ahyorum 
Solgun bir gill oluyor dokununca. 

Ya bliylik �ehirlerin birinde 
Geziniyor kalabahk duraklarda 
Ya yurdun uzak bir yerinde 
Kahve, otel ki:i§esinde 
Nereye gitse bu ak�am vakti 
Ellerini ceplerine sokuyor 
Sigaralar, kag1tlar 
Arasmdan kay1yor usulca 
Egilip ahyorurn, kimse olmuyor 
So!gun bir gill oluyor dokununca. 

Ya da yalmz bir klzm 
Sildigi dudak boyasmda 
E§iginde yine yorgun gecenin 
Ba§tm yast1klara koyunca. 

Kimi de glin ortas1 yamma sokuluyor 
En 90k gliz aylan ve yagmur yagmca 
Al9ahr ya bir bulut, o hlizlin bulutunda. 
Uzamp ahyorurn, kimse olmuyor 
Solgun bir gill oluyor dokununca. 

Ellerde, dudaklarda, 1ss1z yazilarda 
Ak§amlara gerili aglara taklhyor 
Y arah hayvanlar gibi soluyor 
Bunahyor, ka91p gitmek istiyor 
Yollar, ya da amlar boyunca. 

Ahp ahp geliyorum, uyumuyor blitlin gece 
K1m1ld1yor karanhkta, ne zaman dokuniam 
Solgun bir gill oluyor dokununca. 
Solgun bir gill oluyor dokununca. 

(Varhk, 565, 1 Ocak 1962) 

A FADED ROSE 

Many people drop it unawares 
Yet the passers-by fail to see it 
I kneel down to pick it up 
It turns into a faded rose as I touch. 

He is in a big city 
Wandering around a crowded bus stop 
Or he is in a distant place in the country 
In a coffee house or a hotel lobby 
No matter where he goes in the evening 
He plunges his hands in his pockets 
Bringing out cigarettes, pieces of paper 
It slips from among them quietly 
I kneel down to pick it up, no one around 
It turns into a faded rose as I touch. 

Or in the lipstick that 
A lonely girl wipes off 
Again at the doorstep of the tired night 
Before she lays her head on the pillow. 

Some nuzzle up to me in midday 
Especially in winter and when it rains 
As when a cloud comes down, in that sad cloud. 
I reach out to take it, no one around 
It turns into a faded rose as I touch. 

In hands, lips and in deserted fields 
I gets caught in fishnets stretched over evenings 
It breathes like wounded animals 
It feels smothered, wishing to run free 
Along roads, along memories. 

I keep bringing it home, all night it sleeps not a 
wink 
It wiggles in the dark, whenever I touch it 
It turns into a faded rose as I touch, 
It turns into a faded rose as I touch. 
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